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DESCARGA DEL PROGRAMA
We will use WinQSB package as a computer-

assisted learning tool to gain a good "hands-
on" experience on concepts and techniques
used in this course. 

These labs experimentation will enhance your
understanding of the technical concepts
covered in this course. 

The QSB is developed and maintains by Yih-Long 
Chang. 

This software package contains the most widely
used problem-solving algorithms in Operations
Research and Management Science (OR/MS). 
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WinQSB Installation
Instructions

1. Desempacar el archivo winqsb.zip
2. Buscar el folder C:/winqsbinstall
3. Abrir la carpeta Full y ejecutar 

setup.exe
4. Seguir las instrucciones de 

instalación
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Computer
Implementations with the

WinQSB Package
• Use the LP/ILP module in your WinQSB

package for two purposes: to solve large
problems, and to perform numerical
experimentation for understanding concepts
we have covered in the LP and ILP sections. 

• Variable Type: Select the variable type
from the "Problem Specification" screen
(the first screen you see when introducing a 
new problem); for linear programming use 
the default "Continuous" option. 
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• Input Data Format: Select the input data 
format from the "Problem Specification" 
screen. Usually, it is preferred to use the
Matrix format to input the data. In the
Normal format the model appears typed in. 
This format may be found more convenient
when solving a large problem with many
variables. You can go back and forth
between the formats, selecting the "Switch
to the…" from the Format menu. 
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• Variable/Constraint
Identification: It is a good idea to
rename variables and constraints to
help identify the context they
represent. Changing the names of
variables and constraints is done in 
the Edit menu. 

• Best Fit: Using the best fit from the
Format menu lets each column have
its own width. 
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• Solving for the Optimal Solution (if it exists):
Select Solve the problem from the Solve and analyze
menu, or use the "solve" icon at the top of the
screen. The run returns a "Combined Report" that
gives the solution and additional output results
(reduced costs, ranges of optimality, slack/surplus, 
ranges of feasibility, and shadow prices). 

• Solving by the Graphic Method: Select the
Graphic method from the Solve and Analyze menu
(can only be used for a two-variable problem.) You
can also click the graph icon at the top the screen. 
You can re-scale the X-Y ranges after the problem
has been solved and the graph is shown. Choose the
Option menu and select the new ranges from the
drop down list. 
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Alternate Optimal Solutions (if
they exist): After solving the
problem, if you are notified that
"Alternate solution exists!!", you can 
see all the extreme point optimal
solutions by choosing the Results
menu and then select Obtain
alternate optimal. 
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Paso a paso
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